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Abstract
This TIP proposes a simple mechanism to make the tcltest package an even more flexible package than it already is by allowing the programmer to define his or her own comparison procedures. Such procedures can deal with issues like allowing a (small) tolerance in floating-point results.
Rationale
The test command of the package tcltest 2.0 supports the comparison of the actual result with the expected result by a number of methods: exact matching, glob-style matching and matching via a regular expression, according to the -match option. The flexibility is indeed enhanced over the package tcltest 1.0, as it is now much easier to allow for small variations in string results. But it is nearly impossible to define an accurate test that checks if floating-point results are the "same" - exact matching will seldom suffice due to platform-specific round-off errors or differences in formatting a floating-point number (0.12 versus .12 for instance).
It is also impossible to compare results that are not easily expressed as strings, for instance an application that produces binary files that need to be compared or simply very long strings - these could easily be stored in an external file, but would be awkward in a file with a large number of such tests.
Proposal
The package tcltest 2.0.2 defines an internal comparison procedure, CompareStrings that performs matching according to the three built-in -match options of test. This procedure can easily be replaced by one that invokes registered commands or procedures. Such a command or procedure takes two arguments and returns 1 for a match and a 0 for failure, just as CompareStrings does in the current implementation:
 proc myMatchProc  expected actual   
   if  $expected (is somehow equal) $actual  
      return 1
    else
      return 0
   
 
